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Definitions

Introduction

"culture can be thought of as the normative order, operating
through informational and social influence, that guides and
constrains the behavior of people in collectives... We define culture
as a system of shared values that define what is important and
norms that define appropriate attitudes and behaviors for
organizational members (how to feel and behave)"

+{O'Reilly, 1996 #5583}

usually relatively to a group, with something held in common, "shared"
shared as disjoint!

yet, usually "shared meaning" not empirically available!

importance?

*{Barney, 1986 #37}

culture leads to performance?

culture as a context

Symbolic
Interpretative
roots first

"The concept of culture I espouse … is essentially a semiotic
one. Believing, with Max Weber, that man is an animal
suspended in webs of significance he himself has spun, I take
culture to be those webs, and the analysis of it to be therefore
not an experimental science in search of law, but an
interpretive one in search of meaning"

*{Geertz,
1973
#2697}

org reality is socially constructed
focus on symbol (very similar to artifacts, but sense loaded)
culture as a tool, in an efficiency and control perspective
decontextualized so that generalizing can be reached
main variable: culture strengh
{Deal, 1982 #2549}:
extent to which org
members share core
values
History

then
modernist

{Kotter, 1992
#3001}: variable
defined by alters
judgement

pb: difficult, plus dependent on establishing
properly the list of core values

find that strong culture improve performance
even better if culture of anticipation, env. scanning,

a tool for improved performance
Managing Culture?

{Ouchi, 1981 #5581}
{Peters, 1982 #5582}

for instance through recruiting and hiring mechanism
a form of social control

+{O'Reilly, 1996 #5583}

{Hatch, 1997 #4432}

quite opposite to other org studies field!

underestimation of the power of culture
Biases
why Study
culture?
+{Schein,
1996 #3513}

three cultures
of
management

or simply anthropomorphizing the organization

see learning

failure of learning

learning disability : see {Argyris, 1978 #2264} second order
operators vs engineers vs. management
engineers and management collude to eliminate "human"
focus on short term profit that displace even enlightened management

Assumptions
Three
levels

agregate individual behavior

individualistic bias

inaccessible to consciousness
ex: nature of man (economic, symbolic, etc.)

Norms and Values
Artifacts

norms: unwritten rules of the group
values: social principles

physical, behavioral, verbal

1. Org relationships

dominant, submissive, etc.
to its environement

2. nature of human activity

7
basic
cultural
assumptions

integration
+{Schein,
1996
#3513}
Model

dominant/passive

3. reality and truth
4. nature of time
5. human nature

good, bad, neutral?
what is correct way to behave?

6. nature of human

7. homogeneity vs. diversity
core mission
External adaptation:
developping consensus on ...

Org
Culture
{Hatch,
1997
#4432}

goals
means
criteria

Tasks

Three
schools
+{Martin,
1992
#3168}

common language
Internal
integration:
developing
consensus on
...

boundaries
criteria for status power
criteria for intimacy
criteria for punishment and rewards
concepts for the unmanageable: ideology and religion

inside-out: assumptions to values to artifacts

Basic mechanism

subculture as "a subset of an organization's members who
interact regularly with one another, identify themselves as
a distinct group within the organization, share a set of
problems commonly defined to be the problems of all, and
routinely take action on the basis of collective understand
unique to the group"

+{Van
Maanen,
1984
#3692}
Organization
Subculture
(differentiation
persp.)

nested schema: subculture constitute org culture; similar to
org culture toward environment
classification of subcultures?
why are there
subcultures?
+{Van Maanen,
1984 #3692}

support, deny or ignore dominant culture?

interpersonal attraction
regular interaction a local level isolate subculture

see also +{Gregory, 1983 #5625} for the "native-view"
+{Martin, 1992 #3168}
subculture are described as unitary, which is no more true than a unitary culture concept
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Culture as
Fragmentation
(post modern
view)

so a post
modern
critique
of
differentiation
perspective!

dichotomous thinking oversimplifies and misrepresent
only one way to determine similarity (the dominant's!)
where each subgroup has its set of differences that are ignored

subculture can only be fleeting, issue specific coalitions

Cult

weeks?
Can Managers be influenced?
Are they themselves influent?
Cultural
Control
Debate

Middle ground: managers as symbol
culture and
social control:
role of network:
+{Krackhardt,
1990 #4907}

culture as a cognitive system is negotiated between
interacting individuals
networks help control the feasibility of diverse interpretations while
maintaining and challenging the organizational culture
{Hofstede, 1980 #2877}
an individual brings various cultures from outside the firm

see Embeddedness
Various
contributions

National
Culture

power distance, uncertainty avoidance,
individualism, masculinity

Dimensions to consider

those impact internals of the organization
{Zucker, 1977 #587}
Instutionalization

instutionalization favour transmission of culture from
generation to generation

comparative
management
+{Smircich,
1983 #3583}
research
themes

Culture as Independent Variable
effect of management

corporate culture

Culture as an Internal Variable

organizational cognition
organizational symbolism
unconscious processes and organization.

organizational culture and semiotics

*{Barley, 1983 #5070}

organizations machines (Trist)
Metaphors +{Smircich, 1983 #3583}

organisms struggling for survival (Lawrence & Lorsch)
theaters for performance of roles (Goffman)
political arenas (Pfeffer).

a socially
shared
knowledge

culture
in
small
groups

how well the group is doing
answers question such as:

which member like which other member
why working

embody the knowledge
*+{Levine,
1998
#319}

serve to communicate and validate knowledge
routines
set of customs

accounts
types

jargon
rituals
symbols

difficulty to integrate new comers

{Gersick, 1990 #2778}

linkage: see groups ?

see culture as social control in soc-control

Angles
of
interest

lots of managerial litterature assume positive effect of strong culture
{Kotter, 1992 #3001}

Culture
to
performance

but the effect are either insignificant, or complex

{Pfeffer, 1997 #409}

pb: culture needs to be matched w/ strategy...
nevertheless, culture is a powerful social control tool (see soc control)
1. participation in org dec. making
four
mechanism
+{O'Reilly,
1996
#5583}

Managing Culture

2. informational signal by talking, asking
questions, spending time on
3. shared social information: consistent social info (talk-action
linked), from day one, even under org pressure
4. rewards: mostly socials (stratification, identification, contact)

even on issues on which academics debate (for instance, can culture be managed!)

Heavily applied

{Schneider,
1987 #5736}

personorganization
fit

people attracted to organization with similar values

congruence is generally assumed to be good,
yet diversity is sought
developped Org. Cult. Profile

Current
Issues

survey on 54 values statements

1. Innovation

how to operationalize?

+{O'Reilly,
1991
#4959}

2. Stability
3. Respect for people
emerged 7 factors

4. Outcome orientation
5. Attention to detail
6. Team orientation
7. Aggressiveness

Interesting papers?

09. Culture

{Pettigrew, 1979 #5585}

11. Cogn/Att

culture: assessing culture person situation (OCP +{O'Reilly, 1991 #4959})

12. Emotions

+{Van Maanen, 1989 #3693}

14. Interpers

justice: +{James,
1993 #4887}

19. Leadership

Emotional Expression and Organizational Culture

"The social context of organizational justice: Cultural,
intergroup, and structural effects on justice behaviors
and perceptions"

in Culture: lead is one of the pillars
see culture as a social control means
{O'Reilly, 1996 #5583}

CULTURE AS SOCIAL CONTROL: CORPORATIONS,
CULTS, AND COMMITMENT
{O'Reilly, 1989 #5621}

21. Social control
culture and social
control: role of
network: +{Krackhardt,
1990 #4907}

sources?

see SMP s6
tidbits in Krollag/cult/frost
{Bae, 2001 #4525}

culture as a cognitive system is negotiated
between interacting individuals
networks help control the feasibility of
diverse interpretations while maintaining and
challenging the organizational culture
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